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Spatial awareness of Chinese traditional painting reflects Chinese traditional 
culture and philosophy. The ideology, ―Tianren Heyi‖, is the most fundamental 
theoretical guidance of traditional Chinese painting. In painting creation, in order to 
achieve the spiritual pursuit and creativity status which is ―Heaven, Earth, and I were 
produced together, and all things and I are one‖, artists are required to forget Small 
Self, surpass Great Self, and create in the most innocent feeling and the most natural 
technique. The ideology, ―Tianren Heyi‖, makes Chinese artists to have the 
conciliatory capability of humanizing-nature and naturalizing-humanity. The spiritual 
realm that artists show is mutual integrated with universal spirit. Therefore, painting 
spatial awareness has characteristics of ―Tianren Heyi‖, purely respectful spiritual 
feeling, free, romantic, open hearted, with a sense of life and "synchronic" and so on. 
The painting status of ―handy with facility,  meaning to it as" to make the spatial 
creation of Chinese painting to go beyond the object, be free from time and space 
constraints. 
There is a great sense of distinction between the spatial awareness of Chinese 
traditional painting and Western painting. Spatial Awareness of Western painting is 
scientific, rational, and objects-self dichotomous. Thus the s spatial expression of 
Chinese and Western painting is different. Spatial expression of Chinese painting has 
the characteristics of ―Yi-Da-Guan-Xiao‖ and ―Yi-Xiao-Zhi-Da‖, ―Yi-Yuan-Jiu-Jin, 
You-Jin-Zhi-Yuan‖, ―You-Wu-Xiang-Sheng‖ and ―Zhi-Bai-Shou-Hei‖. Spatial 
expression of Western painting has the characteristics of scientific perspectives. 
In the modern, conciliatory situation is emerging in Chinese and Western 
painting. Spatial expression techniques of Chinese and Western painting learn from 
each other. At present, with trends of learning Western painting, many Chinese artists 
abandon a lot of unique, complete and with the national characteristic spatial 
awareness and spatial expression of Chinese painting. Picture spatial awareness of 
Chinese painting pays close attention to subject and object, explores eternal people – 
and - natural topic and pursues the mood that is individual emotions tally with 














international‖. Only inheritance and developing the spatial awareness and spatial 
express of Chinese traditional painting can make the Chinese painting still have a 
unique charm at large Chinese and Western painting integration situation,  
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图 1  《云山深意图》宋 米友仁 
 













































































图 2  《千里江山图》宋 王希孟 
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